NF CERTIFICATION REFERENCE SYSTEM – Toilet seats rev.07

This document intends to clarify the explanations of the NF Committee - NF Toilet seats regarding the implementation of the given certification system.

- Committee of 14/11/2019

Interpretation/Explanation to the reference system:

✓ § 2.5.2. « Terms and Conditions for Marking »: as the consumer must be informed of the certified characteristics, it is reminded that the informative label must be attached to the product or put on the packaging contrary to what is written in paragraph 2.5.2.2.

✓ Technical document 240-01 - § 1 « Specific provisions and further details regarding Standard NF D12-207 »: It is agreed to add paragraph 6.4.3 to the paragraph 1 "Specific provisions and clarifications to standard NF D12-207 to specify that it is a neutral salt spray test (NSS test).

Nota: this document is to be deleted as soon as a revised version of the reference system is issued.